
The Hard Disk Drive (HDD) industry continues to look for ways to increase media capacity. Recently, 
several new technologies have emerged to record more information/data in on the same disk space. 
Samsung has adopted the IDEMA standard, Advanced Format, to enable increasing storage space on 
disks that subsequently improves reliability.

A data surface in a HDD has multiple tracks. One track comprises several data sectors. 
A data sector is the most basic unit for reading and writing data on the HDD. 
Each sector has data storage space and overhead (information about the sector, information to troubleEach sector has data storage space and overhead (information about the sector, information to trouble-
shoot errors occurring in a sector, and spacing between sectors). 

In Advanced Format method, the data sector size has been increased from 512 Byte to 4096 Bytes and 
the overhead is reduced. If a sector becomes larger than 512 Bytes, the additional information to be 
added to each sector is reduced. 
For instance, if ECC (Error Correction Code) information is added once to each 4,096 Byte (4k) sector, 
instead of adding the same amount to eight 512 Byte of sectors, the total amount of additional informa-
tion is reduced and the remaining capacity becomes available for more data. 
As described above, the entire HDD capacity can be increased by 8% to 14% in all tracks and media. 

Figure 1.  Gain by Using 4K Sectors
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Another advantage ㅕof coalescing 512 byte sector into 4K byte sectors is that the ECC size is 
increased at the same time and data reliability is also improved as shown in Fig 1.

512-Byte sectors have been used for more than 30 years. Many HDD-related software and operating 
systems are not compatible with 4K sectors. Thus, HDD manufacturers make HDD emulate 512-Byte 
sectors on the host interface although the HDD is written in tracks as 4K sectors. 
This allows operating systems and software use the Advanced Format HDD. 
In this case, the host logical sector size is 512 Bytes, and the disk physical sector size is 4,096 Bytes. 

Figure 2.  of a Logical Sector and a Physical Sector 
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As shown in <Figure 2>, the Logical Block Address (LBA) used in an operating system is calculated in 
the unit of 512 Byte while eight 512-Byte sectors are equivalent to one physical 4K sector in an 
Advanced Format HDD. Full performance of this type of HDDs can be achieved with Windows Vista or 
higher operating systems. With operating systems prior to Windows Vista such as Windows XP, one 
can run the disk alignment software to avoid sector alignment issues. HDD manufacturers provide the 
disk alignment software to ensure full performance of this type of HDD. 
If an OS of Windows Vista or higher is backed up and recovered with an image copy software (cloning If an OS of Windows Vista or higher is backed up and recovered with an image copy software (cloning 
software) that does not enable 4K sector drives, the alignment software can be installed to achieve full 
performance of this type of HDD.

Samsung Electronics offers Samsung Alignment Tool (Software) with the Samsung 4K sector HDDs. 
This program is only required for OS prior to Windows Vista, or an operating system backed up and 
recovered with an image copy software (cloning software) that does not enable 4K sector drives.
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